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Striving for Equality of
Outcomes
“Never judgemental, very supportive.
Citizens Advice Broxtowe is brilliant – you
are not on your own.”
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1. Executive Summary
1.1.

Citizens Advice Broxtowe has consistently focused on meeting the needs of its
service users, helping 8,331 people with over 22,121 problems in the
previous 12 months. In doing so volunteers are trained to quality standards
that provides them with employment opportunities. The economic outputs for
individuals and the community are significant. In itself, justification for
continued investment in the service.

1.2.

Information taken from the problems clients of Citizens Advice Broxtowe face
are used to campaign for improved policies and legislation both locally and
nationally so that the whole of the community benefits, not just direct service
users.

1.3.

Importantly what this report highlights for the first time is the measurable
system change achieved for beneficiaries. There are long term outcomes for
service users in terms of:






Ability to identify and manage problems in the future.
Improved capacity to access help when needed.
The development of new skills and competences.
Feeling supported and less isolated
Increased optimism.

The service is therefore keeping the majority of its services users out of crisis
and the social value of the service is significant and measurable, 95% of
clients would recommend using the service to others.
1.4.

What is most impressive is the services ability to take the positive findings of
its own evaluation and innovate the further to achieve equality of outcome for
the most vulnerable beneficiaries through early intervention and partnership
working. The service has proven its ability to respond in a coproduced way that
exemplifies how a third sector organisation should manage its own
development.
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The core service is that delivered at our daily drop-in advice sessions. It is reactive
and relies on the client’s decision to attend and ask for help.
The early intervention project differs as clients agree to regular contacts to check if
there are any issues they need help with.

1.5.

This ground breaking evaluation of the Citizens Advice service in Broxtowe
provides an indication of the true extent of its impact and the potential for even
greater wellbeing outcomes. Linked in to the policy directives of statutory
partners in local government and public health the evaluation and operational
models that emerge from it have the potential to achieve system change for
statutory partners, the wellbeing of Broxtowe’s residents and the wider
economy.

Neil Clurow – Evaluation and Impact Lead, July 2020
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2. What we do in Broxtowe
2.1.

Information and Advice Services: We are an independent local charity and
members of the Citizens Advice service. Our objective is to provide free,
independent, impartial and confidential advice. Serving the people of Broxtowe
and providing the help people need when they need it. We work to the Advice
Quality Standard and the terms of the Citizens Advice membership scheme.

2.2.

In order to deliver that promise we provide a service in person from our main
offices based at the Council Officers in Beeston, Nottingham and the Library
and Information Centre in Eastwood, Nottingham. We also run an outreach
service at the Stapleford Care Centre.

2.3.

We contribute to the Nottinghamshire telephone advice line, delivered by five
of the six Citizens Advice services in Nottinghamshire and also contribute to
the national webchat service.

2.4.

Thanks to the grants we receive we are able to provide services at both a
general help level on any matter and specialist casework in the areas of debt
and money advice, welfare benefits and housing.

2.5.

Whilst we remain an independent advocate for our clients partnership working
is essential if we are to achieve the best outcomes for our beneficiaries. This
includes statutory partners, such as Broxtowe Borough Council,
Nottinghamshire County Council and of course partners from the VCSE, such
as Nottinghamshire Mind, Nottingham Victim Care and Broxtowe Women’s
Project with whom we have developed close working relationships in the
mutual interest of our clients. We recognise we are stronger working together
and our offices host multiple organisations that deliver services beneficial to
residents of Broxtowe.

2.6.

Community Communications: As well as providing advice directly to
individuals we act as a public information service, providing independent and
impartial information to the public through our website, social media, public
events, meetings and sometimes through the press. This part of our work has
become more important in recent years. Globally there is a problem with fake
news, scams and fraud. Citizens Advice is a trusted brand and we seek to
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direct people to reliable sources of information, such as our national website,
GOV.UK and other verifiable sources of information such as those provided by
Broxtowe Borough Council.
2.7.

Research and Campaigns: Our twin aim is to use the information and data
we collect on the problems our clients face to exercise changes in policy and
practice to improve the lives of our services users and residents of Broxtowe.
We call this Research and Campaigns work. We carry out the work in a nonpolitical and impartial way.
“We seek to provide advice, information and campaigns that improve the lives
of the people of Broxtowe and help our most vulnerable citizens.” Sally
Bestwick, Chief Executive.
During the last 12 months we have sought to make a constructive contribution
towards improving the services available to the people of Broxtowe. We have
worked with Broxtowe Borough Council to improve the local availability of
housing and homelessness advice. Our research on the Homeless Reduction
Act has informed this change and we now work in partnership to deliver a
joined up service for those facing a housing crisis.
Our work on the problems faced by clients experiencing poor mental health
has also led to additional support for this group and a constructive partnership
with Nottinghamshire Mind.
Nationally we have contributed to the campaign to improve the way Universal
Credit is administered. This led to reductions in time claimants have to wait for
payment and improvements in advance payments. We became the Help to
Claim Best Practice Lead for the Jobcentre District.

3. The National Picture
3.1.

Citizens Advice Broxtowe are proud to be part of a national network that
directly helps 27 million people each year. The national website receives 29
million visits, the Consumer Helpline takes 557,000 and 127,000 people
contacted the Witness Service.
Citizens Advice national research identified that:








4 in 5 people said our advice had a positive impact on their lives.
8 in 10 clients said their problem was resolved following advice.
9 in 10 people said we helped them find a way forward.
4 in 5 people said a life event or change of circumstances had caused the
problem.
9 in 10 people said the problems they faced had had a negative impact on
their health.
1 in 3 people had more than one problem.
63% of people helped said they didn’t feel confident that they could resolve
the problem without the help of Citizens Advice.
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3.2.

Additionally, 70% said they felt less stressed with better physical or mental
health after receiving advice from Citizens Advice and 74% said they knew
more about the issue and felt better equipped to know what to do in the future.

(Information extracted from The Citizens Advice National Impact Report 2018/19)

4. Outputs – Broxtowe
4.1.

Direct outputs

4.2.

Online communications

Our Citizens Advice Broxtowe website is designed to provide up to date
information on how to access the service, provide links to the national online
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information and as a tool to communicate accurate information and links to topics
of local and national interest.
It is particularly important when an event can create and immediate need for
people to access reliable and trusted sources of information. During 2020 this
included the Thomas Cook collapse, Coronavirus outbreak, Flybe collapse and
developments on Brexit and the European Union Settlement Scheme.
We are able to provide information on where to access advice and information
resources. This type of communication protects the interests of Broxtowe
residents who may be at risk of acting upon unreliable information or scams. We
use social media to increase the reach of our information sources.
4.3.

Website visits

Since launching our new, more interactive website we have built a reputation as a
public information service and have sought to ensure people access reliable
sources of information in an age when misinformation is an increasing problem.
Helping people is not just about the people who contact us by telephone or in
person. During the year there were 20,832 visits to our website. We focus on
promoting local services and news but also national events and information when
it impacts on the residents of Broxtowe. There was a spike of visits in September
19 when the travel giant, Thomas Cook collapsed. We were able to direct visitors
to the official sources of information on their rights. The website has proven an
invaluable tool for keeping people informed about local support activities during
the COVID-19 pandemic resulting in another spike in visits towards the end of
March 2020.
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4.4.

Sessions

Social media

Social media is now an essential means of communication to service users and
stakeholders. We have regularly updated accounts with Twitter, Facebook and
LinkedIn. Our Twitter account is followed by 747 people.
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5. Outcomes – Ashfield, Broxtowe, Sherwood and Newark.
5.1. Outcomes evaluation
Last year we carried out the largest and most advanced outcomes survey in our
history surveying 121 beneficiaries of our core service to find out how they felt they
had benefited from receiving help from Citizens Advice. Not financially or measured
by outputs as described above but how well we had helped them cope better with
the problems they face now and in the future and assess the resulting
improvements in wellbeing, our social value.
The survey was carried out jointly with Citizens Advice services in Broxtowe,
Ashfield and Sherwood and Newark.
We asked six questions based on improved or reduced abilities in the following
areas.
Q1. Better able to manage problems themselves
Q2. Knowing when to ask for help before matters become serious
Q3. Better able to access help when it is needed
Q4. Developing new skills and competencies
Q5. Feel more supported and less isolated
Q6. Feeling more optimistic about the future
Each question asked the participant to score their response on a sliding scale -5,
the advice made them feel much less capable to +5 the help had significant
improved their abilities. The chart below gives a summary of the average scores for
all 121 participants from the core service.

Chart 1: Average Scores per Question - Core
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Chart 2 gives the total scores combined with the number of questions that were skipped.

Chart 2: Total Scores
0

Do you feel more optimistic about the future?

363
1

Do you feel more supported and less isolated?

418
4

Have you learnt new skills?

246
1

Are you better able to get help?
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1

Know when you need help before things get out of
hand?

315
1

Better able to manage the problems you face

402
0

Skipped

5.2.
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Summary of findings

In all fields of enquiry, we can see an improvement in the capabilities and
wellbeing of our beneficiaries. This is particularly true of the feeling of
being better supported and less isolated. Typical beneficiary quotes are
provided below:
"Did not judge, listened, contacted my debts (creditors). CAB are supporting me
with my debt and housing issues, thus relieving the impact on my mental health."
“Never judgemental, very supportive. Citizens Advice Broxtowe is brilliant– you
are not on your own.”
Another area of significant improvement is the beneficiaries’ perception of their
ability to cope with problems they might face in the future. One client
reported:
“Without CAB I don’t know where I would be in life now. Thank you so much.”
Beneficiaries also score a high rating for improved ability to access advice in the
future. It appears that receiving advice once helps people better understand how
to access advice and other services in the future
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Case study
Simon (name changed) came to Citizens Advice with debts of over £31,000.
He had suffered a heart attack and as he could not work whilst he recovered
from his illness, his business failed. During this time, he was also going
through the break-up of his marriage. Simon had also developed depression
and anxiety due to his sudden change in circumstances.
Our money adviser supported Simon for over 9 months, firstly negotiating with
creditors to prevent further debt and then going through his options for dealing
with the debt long term. Finally, a bankruptcy was completed, writing off the
debt. Simon now feels more positive about the future and is able to get on with
life debt free. Simon has started up a small business and is also volunteering
for a local charity. He told us that he was so impressed with the nonjudgmental help he had received.

Within the mid-range of improved outcomes are improvements in optimism.
Clients reported and improvement of +3.3 when asked if they feel more optimistic
about the future. We are helping many people, many of whom are in desperately
difficult situations, ranging from facing homelessness, long term illness or
disability or who find themselves in debt. Therefore, on average this is a good
outcome.
“It has made a positive difference to my mental health and wellbeing.”
“Citizens Advice Broxtowe have been excellent, I was going to take my own life
and they saved my life.”
Where the scores are lower (although still positive) are in the fields of improved
ability to know when to ask for timely help before the problem becomes a crisis
(+2.88) and developing new skills (+2.32).
5.3.

Citizens Panel

With this knowledge in mind we have been working with our Citizens Panel of
service users and volunteers to look at the weaker outcomes of our service.
Putting beneficiaries in the lead is providing a driver for a change from an outputs
based advice service to what we are calling outcomes driven services. Improving
lives for the longer term and achieving system change.
The Citizens Panel have helped us to understand what might work for those
clients that do not feel they have a significantly positive outcome. We know from
our waiting room that some clients find themselves in crisis repeatedly seeking our
emergency help on a regular basis. Our data supports this, of the 121
respondents to our survey 22 clients gave a total score of less than +10 out of a
possible score of +30. A few (4) rated our service as having a negative or no
impact. This may be in part explained because they had not realised the
seriousness of their situation until it had been explained to them by one of our
advisers.
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This small but important percentage of clients (18.1%) as it is a reflection of our
most vulnerable clients who need different types of support to achieve equality of
outcome.

C H AR T 3 : I N D I V I D UAL S C O R E S - C O R E
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It was therefore the task of the Citizens Panel to help design a service that would
deliver improved equalities of outcomes for this group. In doing so they identified
two overriding interventions required to deliver on the objective.


Early intervention for clients who find themselves in repeated crisis, identifying
potential problems at an early stage and mentoring vulnerable clients to help them
build the knowledge and skills to cope better and/or identify the point when they
need to ask for help before a crisis emerges.



Build the mental resilience through integrating the services of Nottinghamshire
Mind. Putting the beneficiaries in a better place to tackle the problems they face,
building upon the mentoring skills provided by the early intervention work and
developing improved support networks through peer support.
This partnership and a changed advice model represents system change. We
were able to pilot the service design and carry out a duplicate evaluation of the
Early Intervention and Mental resilience model of working. The chart below
shows outcomes against the same questions as asked of the core and Advice on
Prescription service (advice delivered in GP surgeries). By all measures it delivers
increased outcomes for the groups who previously represented the 18.1% of
clients who rated themselves in the lowest outcomes.
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Chart 4: Outcomes by delivery type
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Interestingly the improvement is consistent across the board with no reported
negative scores by individual response.

Chart 5: Individual Scores - Early Intervention
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6. Volunteering for Citizens Advice Broxtowe
6.1. Giving time free, gaining skills and employment opportunities
Our volunteers come from all walks and stages of life and give their time to the
community for free. However, they do require the correct support, training and
supervision to be able to perform their tasks to the high standards the service
expects. No impact report would be complete without acknowledgement of their
contribution and the benefits of volunteering with Citizens Advice. Volunteer advisers
all undertake initial and ongoing training specific to their roles. There are also
opportunities to get involved in running the service and chances to represent Citizens
Advice Broxtowe externally.
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Volunteers provide 17,856 hours of advice, valued at £311,000
Many of our volunteers use the experience gained to move
into employment, both within the service and the wider
employment market. The training and experience Citizens
Advice Broxtowe provide is respected and relevant. Last
year 11 volunteers moved into paid employment as a
direct result of the training and experience provided.
Volunteer opportunities include governance, advice work,
administration and involvement in coproduction.

Citizens Advice Broxtowe – July 2020
Contact details:
Chief Executive: Sally Bestwick.
Email: sally.bestwick@ca-broxtowe.org.uk
Development Manager: Neil Clurow
Email: neil.clurow@ca-broxtowe.org.uk

www.citizensadvicebroxtowe.org.uk

@BroxtoweCAB

@CABroxtowe
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